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“DISCOVER YOUR VERB” TALK NOTES 
 
Every one of YOU ...  
 
No matter how OLD or YOUNG you think are ... And no 
matter how DELIGHTED or DISAPPOINTED you feel 
about your life right now ... All of you, have a VERB 
(Repeat) deep inside you struggling to make its way out! 
 
Your VERB is your ONE-WORD LANUAGE that expresses 
to others inside (and outside) this room ... WHO you are, 
WHAT you do, and WHY you’re here.   
 
In the brief time we spend together today, you’ll KNOW 
why discovering your VERB can cause a more meaningful 
change in your own life so you can clarify and confirm to 
the rest of the world -- WHY YOU MATTER! 
 
At the end of this talk, you will HAVE a list of over 108 
VERBS you’ll see on the screen, so you can FEEL inspired 
and excited to WRITE your VERB on your adhesive name 
badge, place it over your heart to have more meaningful 
connections whenever you meet other VERBS in this room. 
 
My name is Alex Mandossian and as a MARKETING man, 
the BIGGEST lesson I’ve learned in the past 25 years is 
the ONE THING that makes a good marketing campaign 
great ... is the SAME THING makes a good leader great.  
What is that ONE thing? It’s MOVEMENT!  (Repeat 2X) 
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Albert Einstein said, “Nothing happens until something 
moves.”  I agree with Albert and I also believe “Nothing 
happens until SOMEONE moves.”  
 
This is true in marketing, it’s true in physics, and it’s also 
true in leadership because without movement, CHANGE is 
not possible. After all, isn’t the ultimate job of a leader 
to MOVE others?  (Response)  
  
Legendary ad man, Leo Burnett from Chicago knew this 
and one year he put his staff to the task of analyzing 
62 ads that failed to MOVE merchandise. 
 
Why did they fail?  Burnett said it was because of too 
many ADJECTIVES ... Leo believed that ADJECTIVES 
don’t move PEOPLE ... they’re “people pleasing” words 
that spark skepticism doubt and trigger “BS Detectors.” 
 
In fact, of the 12,758 words of the Leo Burnett Agency 
failed ads, 24.1% were ADJECTIVES!   
 
Translation: MORE ADJECTIVES mean LESS MOVEMENT.  
 
In comparison, Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address 
contains a 13.1% adjective-to-total-word ratio, nearly 
half of Burnett’s failed ads. That’s why it’s remembered. 
Winston Churchill’s Blood, Sweat, Tears speech inspired 
the United Kingdom and is even a better ad with just 
12.3% adjective-to-total-word ratio.  
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Remember, what makes your communication more 
meaningful is fewer adjectives ... fewer adjectives 
means more MOVEMENT! 
 
Perhaps the single greatest written ad written in the 
past 300 years is Thomas Jefferson’s Declaration of 
Independence is at 11.7%. It was written in less than a 
month and featured 56 hand-written testimonials at the 
end, the most notable being John Hancock. 
 
But I still wasn’t convinced that ADJECTIVES were the 
culprit to weakening ethical influence.  So, I decided to 
go back over 3,000 years to a copywriter who wasn’t 
even human ... but a deity revered by billions. 
 
The ad was written on stone tablets and in today’s ad 
speak, it’d be considered to be a two-page spread you’d 
see in a magazine or newspaper.  It was carried down 
from Mount Sinai by a sales executive named, Moses.  
 
If you’re wondering ... The 10 Commandments has the 
greatest pulling-power of all the great ads I’ve talked 
about so far. Better than the Gettysburg Address, the 
Blood, Sweat & Tears speech and even the Declaration 
of Independence because ... The 10 Commandments has 
a bad-ass 10.4% adjective-to-total-word ratio.  
 

But let me make something perfectly clear: This talk is 
NOT about ADJECTIVES … it’s about MOVEMENT.  
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Okay, if ADJECTIVES are the problem, then what is 
the solution? Not NOUNS because “persons, places or 
things” inherently bore people.  
 

Think about it. When you’re at a NETWORKING event, 
like this event ... do you introduce yourself as a NOUN?  
I often hear the NOUNS say ... “I’m a MANAGER.” 
 

Or, I’m a TEACHER. I’m an AUTHOR. Even worse ... I 
often hear ADJECTIVE-NOUN pairings such as:  
 

- I’m a “BEST-SELLING” AUTHOR, or  
 

- I’m a “PROFESSIONAL” SPEAKER, or my favorite 
ADJECTIVE-NOUN pairing of all ...  
 

- I am ... get this: an INTERNATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED 
THOUGHT LEADER! 
 

Really?  INTERNATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED THOUGHT 
LEADER masquerades as “I’m not much, but I’m all that 
I think about!”  
 

Key Question: If ADJECTIVES aren’t the solution, since 
they spark suspicions or skepticism, and if NOUNS aren’t 
the solution because they dull and bore the Mind ...  
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... Then what really is the DNA or GENETIC CODE of 
language that empowers and MOVES people most?  
 

The answer is: VERBS!  
 

VERBS instantly boost your persuasion-power and can 
almost instantly MOVE people to take action. Please 
raise your hand if you agree ... Does anyone in this room 
disagree with me?  
 

Look my friends ... It’s true: We are human beings, but 
it’s our HUMAN “DOINGS” that has cellular memory 
throughout the generations and create legacies. Please 
raise your hands again if you agree with me now ... 
 

I became OBSESSED with VERBS when I stumbled upon 
a little book written in 1970 by the great, Buckminster 
Fuller, “I Seem to be a VERB.” He’s my “Root Mentor” 
and I believe everyone must know their “Root Mentor.” 
 

By the way, Mentor is what the ancient Greeks called 
it. Tibetans call it: Lama. The Chinese call it: Shifu. In 
Japan, they call it: Sensei. In India, what do you think 
they still call it?  Guru! The French called it: Tutor. In 
old English they called it: Guide. For years, the Italians 
called it: Maestro. Most Americans today call it: Coach. 
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Whatever you want to call it ... what’s important is for 
you to know is your HUMAN “DOING” is at the ROOT of 
who you are, what you do, and why you matter. Let that 
sink in for a moment because your FRUITS have ROOTS! 
 

I believe there are 3 ways to live your life. You can live 
as a NOUN and bore people. You can live as ADJECTIVE 
and please people. (Talking to a NOUN is like watching 
paint dry. And most ADJECTIVES I know are OVER-
MOTIVATED UNDERACHIEVERS). 
 

I believe the only way to live is to live as a VERB and 
MOVE PEOPLE to take action. When you live as a VERB 
it’s not just about PASSION because “passion doesn’t 
produce commitment ... commitment produces passion!” 
 

The good news is, it’s 100% your CHOICE! Again, we’re 
HUMAN BEINGS, but it’s our HUMAN DOINGS that 
create our legacies … Behavior never lies ... if you’re 
parent, you know it’s true. And if you’re a parent with 
teenagers, you really know it’s true! 
 

That brings me to WHY I’m here … I believe all of the 
greatest thought leaders. movers n’ shakers throughout 
history lived their lives as VERBS.  
 

Let’s take a moment to study a few of them … ready? 
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RENE DESCARTES was a mathematician; a scientist and 
he’s acknowledged as the Father of Western philosophy. 
His VERB was: THINK! (“Cogito ergo sum”) “I THINK ... 
therefore I am!”  
 

Monsieur Descartes also gives us the TEMPLATE on how 
to DELCARE your VERB, once you discover what it is. 
Your VERB template is: “I (VERB) ... therefore I am!” 
 

Let that sink in for a moment. What you’re declaring, if 
you accept what I am sharing with you is that you exist 
because of your VERB.  
 

Again, I believe discovering your VERB is the fastest, 
easiest and most reliable way to do SELF-DISCOVERY. 
One simple word defines WHO you are, WHAT you do, 
and WHY you matter. I want you to believe this too! 
 

BUCKY FULLER believed his life was an experiment in 
making the world work. His VERB was: TEST!  In 1927, 
he “DECIDED” (another great VERB) against suicide in 
the icy waters of Lake Michigan and is acknowledged as 
the Leonardo DaVinci of the 20th Century. Bucky is my 
ROOT MENTOR ... I hope you explore who yours is ... 
 

SOCRATES is known for his SOCTRACTIC METHOD now 
adopted by the most universities in the world ... and his 
VERB of course is ASK!  “I ASK ... therefore I am!” 
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ALBERT EINSTEIN believed when you stop learning you 
start dying. His verb was: LEARN!  I bet his mantra he 
affirmed in secret was: “I LEARN ... therefore I am!”  
 

MARIA MONETESSORI was an Italian physician and 
educator best-known today for the teaching philosophy 
that bears her name. Her VERB had to be: TEACH! Her 
VERB inspired her to break gender barriers and attend 
medical school at the University of Rome and graduated 
with honors in 1896 ... 25 years before 19th Amendment! 
 

THOMAS EDISON is reknowned as America’s greatest 
inventor with over a thousand patents credited to his 
name. His VERB: INVENT! 
 
MOTHER THERESA won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979 
by living into her VERB, which I believe is: CARE! After 
he death, the Catholic Church canonized her as “Saint 
Teresa of Calcutta” for her missionary work ... she’s an 
example of how living into one VERB creates a LEGACY. 
 
ERNEST HEMINGWAY was a journalist, novelist and 
short-story “writer.” He won Nobel Prize (Literature) in 
1954 living his VERB: “I WRITE ... therefore I am!” It 
is interesting to note he “RE-WROTE” his books more 
often than most authors. (Old Man and the Sea over 20 
times). He was also a heavy-drinker and had an amusing 
mantra to: “WRITE drunk. EDIT sober!” 
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AMELIA EARHART was an aviation pioneer and author, 
who like Montessori also broke gender barriers. She was 
the female pilot to FLY solo across the Atlantic Ocean, 
but she died into her VERB in the Pacific Ocean. I know 
her VERB is: FLY! ... what a way to go! I also want to 
die living into my VERB, so it’s included on my epitaph. 
 
STEVE JOBS had these words written on his epitaph: 
“Stay Hungry, Stay Foolish and Follow Your Heart.”  
But it doesn’t mention his VERB. Unlike Edison, Jobs didn’t 
INVENT.  MP3 players, tablets, smart phones, watches, 
were not invented by Jobs ... but he did INNOVATE them 
to be simpler, smarter and sexier. His VERB declaration 
would notably be: “I INNOVATE ... therefore I am!” 
 
JOAN RIVERS (born Joan Molinsky) was a comedian, 
actor and TV host; remembered for her controversial 
persona and I believe her VERB is: PROVOKE! I doubt 
that’s what she’d declare, but that’s how she lived. 
 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. believed in liberty and equal 
rights, and the advancement of civil rights; assassinated 
while living into his VERB which is: LIBERATE!  
 
 

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT believed he was the greatest 
living designer of all time. He actually said that to the 
bailiff as he put his hand on the Bible while taking his 
oath as a court witness. His VERB is DESIGN! “I DESIGN 
therefore I am!” would be his declaration if living today. 
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NAPOLEON BONAPARTE believed in conquest. He wasn’t 
French, he was Corsican, but he did become Emperor of 
France for not once, but twice! Although I do believe his 
VERB is: CONQUER!  He did have a redeemable discovery 
of finding the Rosetta Stone (deciphered hieroglyphics). 
 
By the way, I believe Adolf Hitler and Napoleon share 
the same VERB. But you might be interested to know 
that HITLER painted before he conquered. Imagine the 
world today if Hitler lived into the VERB: “I PAINT ... 
therefore I am!” His VERB determined a morbid destiny! 
 
NELSON MANDELA was a lawyer and risked his life 
joining the African National Congress (ANC). He was 
President of ANC in 1952 and a result of advocating non-
violent resistance to apartheid, he was thrown in jail for 
27 years. In 1989, F.W. De Klerk dismantled apartheid as 
President of South Africa and ordered the release of 
from prison on February 11, 1990. His VERB was: DEFY!   
 
Before Mandela, if you asked a South African colonialist 
what the population was, the answer: “About 4 million.” 
After Mandela, the answer became: “About 40 million!”   
 
PABLO PICASSO was a painter, sculptor, printmaker, 
ceramicist, stage designer, poet and playwright. I think 
his VERB is: PAINT! He was known to say: “Good artists 
borrow, great artists steal.” Picasso developed many 
new art styles in his life, most notably: Cubist Movement. 
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J.K. ROWLING is the British novelist who authored the 
best-selling book series of all time, Harry Potter Series, 
selling over 500 million copies and counting. WRITE is not 
her VERB. Hers is a rags-to-riches story. She wrote first 
Harry Potter book in Edinburgh tea house, her daughter 
asleep on her lap. “I PERSIST ... therefore I am!” did 
make her the world’s first billionaire author. 
 
MAHATMA GANDHI, like Mandela was a lawyer and he 
too traveled South Africa as a young man. When back in 
India, he became an activist and the leader of the Indian 
independence movement against British colonial rule. Like 
Mandela, he practiced non-violent civil disobedience and 
inspired civil rights movements. Like Martin Luther King, 
he was assassinated living his VERB -- “PROTECT! 
 
EDITH PIAF was a French vocalist, songwriter, cabaret 
performer and film actress. She’s known as France’s 
national chanteuse because her VERB is: SING! 
 
WARREN BUFFETT doesn’t make money; he INVESTS it 
and sacrifices short-term profit in exchange for long-
term wealth. His VERB is: “I INVEST therefore I am!” 
 
TIGER WOODS at one time was considered the greatest 
golfer of all time until he changed his VERB to “CHEAT.” 
His VERB was and I believe, still is: “IMPROVE!” Because 
he constantly improves his golf swing and personal life 
after learning what social media can do to a reputation. 
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OPRAH WINFREY was a news reporter until she got 
fired because of weeping on TV. She found her calling 
with The Oprah Winfrey Show, which was the highest 
rated TV program of its time. As an author, if you got 
on her show, your book sold. “EMPOWER!” is without a 
doubt her VERB because she still lives into it today.  
 
WALT DISNEY believed in a different kind of dream 
than Martin Luther King, Jr. His VERB won him 22 
Academy Awards: “I DREAM ... therefore I am!” 
 
MICHAEL PHELPS swims fast but that’s not his VERB. 
It’s illogical to think his verb is “SWIM” because no 
one wins so many gold medals in the Olympics unless 
their VERB is: “WIN!” ... “I WIN ... therefore I am!” 
 
And that brings me to an important point ... all of us in 
this room were conceived with “WIN!” as a first VERB.  
You and I WON the Ovarian Lottery and your concept of 
LOSING is what you learned as you were growing-up.   
 
Bucky Fuller said, “We’re all born GENIUSES” as the 
first of his 3 Unifying Principles. You had to be a genius 
to beat over 550 million competitors after your father 
released you and your mother waited to receive you! 
 
And if we believe we live in a loving Universe, then its 
VERB must be: “EXPAND!”  Raise your hand if agree? 
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In a moment, I’m going to ask you all to write your verb 
on one of these adhesive name badges and put it over 
your heart ... but first I want to revisit what this talk 
is really about ... it’s about creating MOVEMENT! 
 
Think about it: Our Earth spins at 1,000 miles per hour 
around its axis and travels at 64K miles per hour around 
our Sun.  Our Sun travels around the outer third of our 
Milky Way Galaxy at 252 times speed of a rifle bullet 
and takes 230 million years for each Galactical Orbit! 
 
Movement is life and without MOVEMENT change is not 
possible.  Change your VERB and you’ll change your life! 
 
When you DISCOVER your VERB, you’ll learn the ONE 
WORD language that not only MOVES people, but it’ll 
define WHO you are, WHAT you do ... and WHY you’re 
here on Earth ... in other words, WHY YOU MATTER ... 
 
As for me, my VERB is “ENGAGE!” for over 50 years. “I 
ENGAGE therefore I am ...? 
 
So … what about you?  I want to consider 3 questions:  
 
1) WHAT is your VERB?  

2) WHY is it your VERB?  

3) HOW do you LIVE it? 
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I challenge you right here, right now to DISCOVER 
YOUR VERB. I challenge you to share it with your 
friends, loved-ones and you can start practicing with 
others in this room in a moment. I challenge you live 
into your VERB every day, so you can MOVE others!  
 
The GIFT I have for you is a list of 108 VERBS, my slide 
deck and my TALK NOTES ... You may revise and change 
any part of this TALK you wish to adapt to your needs. 
 
This talk is yours to DELIVER ... as an ice breaker at 
workshops, webinars, Facebook, family gatherings, 1-to-1 
coaching sessions, or any other meaningful interaction ... 
 
All the support you need is at DiscoverYourVerb.com and 
you have my PERMISSION to give this talk to anyone in 
your tribe ... as long as you do NOT give me credit for it 
because I want to you deliver it as if it’s your own ... 
 
... Because it is yours ... You were born to be a VERB and 
so it’s now time to write your VERB on your name badge 
because nothing is more inspiring when two VERBS meet! 
 
I appreciate you for ENGAGING with me, my name is 
Alex Mandossian I hope our PATHS and VERBS cross 
many times for the rest of our lives!  
 
 

### END OF PRESENTATION ### 


